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If you're looking to design or build a Certified Passive House, a Homestar rated home, or
targeting higher than Building Code performance, professional guidance, detailed information
and proven systems are an essential part of the process.

Enveloped has proven experience in improving construction performance using innovative
technologies and systems and ensuring these fit and work together well. 

We offer expert advice for home-owners, designers and builders to help create a healthy,
comfortable, and efficient living environment to suit most budgets. We have solutions for both
residential and commercial applications. The earlier we are involved, the more we can
help.

Talk to the team at Enveloped and we can help you identify how to maximise the comfort and
performance of your most important asset: your home. 

About Enveloped
Creating solutions for high-performance construction
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Our free, no-obligation advice introduces the elements that deliver a high-performance
home, general pricing and options you should consider

A full house plan assessment - $350+GST per floor plan

Home automation plan and estimate - $350+GST per floor plan

Premium ducted heating estimate with designer grilles - $350+GST per floor plan

Blower door airtightness testing, available in Auckland and Christchurch, starts at $500
+GST 

Thank you for your interest in working with Enveloped for your project. We are delighted to be
able to help you achieve your ideal home by providing you with expert advice and guidance,
along with our carefully selected range of complimentary product and service solutions.

Once you have firmed up your ideas, we will do a full assessment of your house plans to
understand the construction details of the project and provide customised pricing options
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Enveloped advice for achieving a high performing home

Consultancy 



Welcome meeting in our showroom (Auckland and Christchurch) or via video call, where we
can explain how the components of a high-performance home work together and show you
the various products and systems that we supply and install. This will take around 45
minutes.
Estimated pricing, on a typical 250-300m2 high-performance home, broken down by
category.
General discussion relating to suitable products for your project.

Thermal insulation (building code to high-performance)
Acoustic insulation (for mid floors and/or internal walls)
Pro Clima external weathertightness wraps and membranes
Pro Clima internal airtightness membranes
Two brands of MVHR (balanced heat recovery ventilation), complete with engineered airflow
rates and proposed layouts
German double or triple-glazed thermally-broken window and door joinery
Water heating (integrated or standalone heat pumps, pellet boilers)
Hydronic underfloor heating (heat pump and/or pellet boiler). Thermal modelling to confirm
system additional $500 - $800+GST per floor plan
Ducted heat pump heating and cooling
Electric car (EV) charging
Photovoltaic (PV) electricity generation and storage

During construction testing
Completion testing
Documentation for Passive Houses or Homestar rating tools

Free, no-obligation advice which includes:

 
 

Full house plan assessment - $350+GST per floor plan
 

We will speak with your architect, designer or builder to clarify areas where we need more
information, including placement of plant and equipment, as well as discussing your material
and brand preferences. A follow-up meeting is included to run through the estimate provided.

Your plans will be QS'd and, if needed, checked by engineers, with solutions specific to your
project and may include:

 
Blower door testing starts from $500+GST

Airtightness is important because draughty buildings are less comfortable to live in, are more
costly to heat (and cool) and are potentially less durable. Blower door testing measures the
airtightness of a finished building, or the airtightness layer during construction, to help identify
any air leaks so they can be repaired to ensure performance. Enveloped can provide:

 

Auckland
Nelson

Christchurch
Queenstown
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Improved thermal and acoustic performance

 
European 'tilt and turn' style window opening functionality

Front doors make a great first impression

Customised windows and doors are manufactured to order

Installing high-quality, high-performance windows and doors is critical to the performance of
your home. We represent Neuffer (Germany), who have been making quality door and window
joinery for nearly 150 years.

 

A wide range of profiles and finishes to suit most budgets, with double or triple-glazed,
sealed, thermally-broken options and a number of choices for glass and accessories 

Exceptional quality and performance that is synonymous with ‘Made in Germany’ 
 

 

Jobs are quoted specifically for your home build; allow 4 - 5 months from order to delivery
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High-performance European windows and doors

Window and door
joinery 



All the benefits of uPVC with an additional bonus of an aluminium
exterior skin
A cost-effective option for high performance homes and Certified
Passive Houses

uPVC with an aluminium skin

UV-resistant uPVC designed for New Zealand conditions
Double or triple glazed with different uPVC coloured foil options on
the inside and/or outside faces

uPVC 

Double or triple glazed options
Available with a 68mm or 78mm profile
With a wide range of timber options and selection of paint and stain
finishes

Classic IDEALU profile wood with aluminium skin

Triple glazing only  
Modern flush architectural profile available with a variety of paint
finishes
Available in a variety of timbers such as pine, larch, meranti and oak
with selection of timber stains

Modern PLANO flush profile wood with aluminium skin

Auckland
Nelson

Christchurch
Queenstown
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Key profiles for windows and sliding doors



Premium wool-blend insulation

Cost-effective glasswool options  

High performance products ideal to use where space is restricted

Insulation supply and install service

A high performing thermal envelope is at the core of an energy-efficient, sustainable, healthy
home. High levels of insulation help prevent energy loss and reduce the heating and cooling
needs of a building.

Terra Lana recycled natural wool blend products for premium performance and sustainable
living
 

Designed for New Zealand conditions
 

PIR panels for residential and commercial use
 

Expert advice with a high-quality install service available in some regions
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A range of products with options to suit all budgets

High-performance
insulation 



Made in Christchurch, New Zealand
The cell structure of wool allows it to "breathe" (absorb
and release moisture)  and wool fibres can absorb VOC's
Special acoustic products for sound treatment 
Declare Certified - Red List Free and BRANZ appraised
50 year manufacturer-backed warranty 
Toxin free, hypoallergenic, non-irritant and odourless
Clear packaging that is easier to recycle

Terra Lana wool blend insulation

A wide range of cost-effective ceiling, wall and underfloor
products made using up to 80% recycled glass 
Codemark certified for council compliance 
Fire safe - non combustible 
Suitable for use in Green Star and Homestar projects, and
Certified Passive Houses
Delivers both thermal and acoustic benefits 
70 year warranty

Glasswool insulation

High-performance PIR panels made in Melbourne 
Faced with silver foil on both sides
Products for both residential and commercial applications,
and achieving Group2 Fire Ratings 
Competitive pricing, primarily by indent from the factory
Achieves super-high R-values for thickness - R4.6 in 90mm
Fire rated, CFC Free with zero Ozone Depletion Potential
(ODP) and contain zero VOC's
A wide range of sizes from 20mm to 100mm
10 year warranty

PIRmax - PIR panels

Auckland
Nelson

Christchurch
Queenstown
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Efficient, energy-saving performance

Advanced filtration

Improved indoor air quality

Optimal performance with a system designed specifically for your home

Balanced heat recovery ventilation systems ensure enhanced air quality and improve ventilation
through all rooms of the house, with stale moist air being ducted out at the same rate fresh,
filtered air from the outside is delivered. 

High levels of heat recovery, low running costs and the resulting air is drier, less humid and
therefore faster and easier to heat
 

Helps to remove allergens, dust, smells and pollutants from the intake air
 

Quiet, continuous extraction helps prevent condensation and mould growth
 

A range of brands, functionality and ducting options are available to suit your unique needs
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Premium European fresh air systems

Heat recovery
ventilation systems 



Ventilation with up to 94% heat recovery at core
Replaces indoor air with fresh filtered air from outside - reduces
dust and pollen build up
Helps prevent condensation and mould 
Quiet operation
Centralised ventilation systems include options that are Passive
House Institute certified 
Ideal for low-energy homes and Passive Houses
Durable semi-rigid, noise attenuating ducting
Made in Germany 

Stiebel Eltron heat recovery ventilation

Ventilation with up to 96% heat recovery at core
Wi-Fi and app control for remote operation. It can also be
integrated with home automation systems
Extracts vapour to reduce condensation and mould growth risk
Multiple sizes available to meet different home requirements for
both new build and renovations
Passive House Institute certified component options
Reduces moisture and pollutant levels to maintain a healthy
indoor air quality
Durable semi-rigid, noise attenuating ducting
Quiet operation
Made in Germany

Zehnder heat recovery ventilation

Auckland
Nelson

Christchurch
Queenstown
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Improved thermal performance

 
Dry, healthy homes

Installation quality is critical to ensure the product performs

Improve the performance of your project by addressing unintended air leakage through the
building envelope by installing the advanced Pro Clima range of airtightness and
weathertightness products.

 

INTELLO® by Pro Clima controls air movement, improving the thermal performance of your
insulation while restricting internal moisture entering the building envelope

SOLITEX EXTASANA® wall underlays, SOLITEX MENTO® roof underlays and a range of
window sill tapes and penetration seals help protect your home from the weather
 

Use quality German made products installed by authorised, trained Enveloped installers
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Advanced Pro Clima products and installation 

Airtightness and
weathertightness 



Airtightness

INTELLO® by Pro Clima not only controls air
movement, improving the thermal performance of
the home, but also controls the transfer of
moisture through your building envelope to
protect the building structure. Minimising the
uncontrolled movement of air through gaps and
cracks in the floor, wall and roof construction,
along with appropriate ventilation systems, helps
to ensure warmer, drier, healthier, more energy-
efficient homes all year round.

Weathertightness

It goes without saying that weathertightness is a
critical element in any construction. Wall
underlays and roof membranes can be your last
line of defence if your cladding system fails, and
when condensation forms. The Pro Clima
weathertightness system assists in creating a
weathertight building envelope while maximising
the drying potential of the components, helping
ensure your home will last the test of time.

Auckland
Nelson

Christchurch
Queenstown
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Efficient 'whole of house' heating

water heating (potable, pools, spas)
underfloor heating
radiators, towel rails

Effective gas and diesel boiler replacement 

Proven performance in Europe for over 30 years 

Option of a bespoke system designed specifically for larger projects

Wood pellet boilers use sawmill waste that is a clean, cheap and renewable energy source for
heating. Enveloped are the exclusive New Zealand agents for Ökofen Pellematic pellet boilers for
residential applications. 

Ideal for central heating systems and able to handle multiple loads for heating requirements
across the whole house

 

No fossil fuels - uses wood pellets and a secondary combustion process to deliver high
output with low emissions, suitable for all areas of New Zealand
 

Designed and built in Austria with over 80,000 installs worldwide
 

Allow for design, manufacture and shipping from Europe
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High-performance European wood pellet boilers

Wood pellet boilers 



20kW or 32kW 
Compact size – fits in a small space, simple to
use and programme
Fill the hopper just once a week with readily
available New Zealand-made wood pellets
Remove the ash once every 1 - 2 months 
Safe and long operation without intervention
Service annually - automatic cleaning and
burner de-ashing 
Designed and built in Austria 
Round stainless steel secondary combustion
unit in which wood gas is burned completely at
800°C, resulting in low emissions and fast
response 
100mm of insulation to avoid heat loss 

ÖkoFEN Easypell wood pellet
boilers 

Imported from Europe for your project
Sizes for single units: 10kW, 12kW, 15kW, 20kW,
25kW, 32kW (can be installed in multiples)
Huge flexibility in configuration 
Choose between manual refilling or completely
automated filling
Wide range of flexibins can mean only refilling
every six to twelve months with regular use
Automatic cleaning and burner de-ashing, only
annual cleaning and service required
Designed and built in Austria 
Round stainless steel secondary combustion
unit in which wood gas is burned completely at
800°C, resulting in low emissions and fast
response 
State of the art touch control panel and remote
monitoring

ÖkoFEN Pellematic wood
pellet boilers

Auckland
Nelson

Christchurch
Queenstown
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Single integrated cylinder

Efficient, delivers high energy savings

 
Smart element option

Designed for diverse New Zealand conditions

Stiebel Eltron are the most popular heat pump hot water system in Germany for a reason: their
technology has been tried and tested for over forty years and their products are proven to
dramatically reduce power bills. 

Sophisticated design encasing compressor and tank in a single unit for easy install
 

Payback your investment in less than three years

Assists hot water recovery during high use periods
 

Features active defrost and current impressed anode suitable for hard or soft water areas
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The latest energy-efficient systems from Germany

Hot water heat 
pumps 



Stiebel Eltron heat pump hot water cylinders
are a highly efficient electricity-based water
heating option. They take heat energy from
the outdoor air and combine with advanced
heat pump technology to efficiently heat your
water - even at night and in winter conditions.  
The system can be connected to photovoltaic
(PV) solar panels and can operate on timers
for off-peak power where available.

Stiebel Eltron cylinders come in two sizes -
220 litres and 302 litres - and are available as
an 'H' option, where a smart backup heating
element will engage to maintain the heat of
the top 80 litres of the tank (approximate).

Heat pumps efficiently create more energy for
heating water than they use in electricity to
run the fan and pump, so their performance
quickly pays off the initial investment cost -
and they are a perfect solution to reduce
dependence on mains or bottled gas. 

Auckland
Nelson

Christchurch
Queenstown
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Reduce your hot water energy costs by up to 80%

Whisper quiet operation

 
Programmable smart control
Friendly controller allows you to manage your energy use and minimise cost

Great cold weather performance

Heat your water efficiently using the latest heat pump technology. Reclaim heat pumps use
leading-edge natural CO2 refrigerant expertise from Japan for super energy-efficient
performance and low environmental impact in all weather conditions. 

Market leading co-efficient of performance (COP) and no back up element needed
 

The quietest system on the market with an average noise level: 37 dB

CO2 hot water heat
pumps
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The perfect high-performance system for your home



The included smart controller puts control
back into your hands. The controller has five
pre-sets that allow you to customise your hot
water management at the touch of a button.
You can choose to optimise your solar PV
panel energy production, or if you don't have
PV panels, you can set the unit to operate on
the cheapest tariffs to ensure your household
energy budget is controlled by you. 

The units are so efficient they heat potable
water to the pre-set temperature of 63
degrees with a single loop from the storage
tank to the compressor and back. The COP
(co-efficient of performance) figures are
market-leading at a wide range of
temperatures, and the systems contain no
harmful refrigerants - just plain CO2.

We offer super-insulated, stainless-steel lined
cylinders made here in New Zealand for
ultimate performance. 

The Reclaim Energy CO2 heat pump is a split
system allowing the heat pump to be
positioned separately to your cylinder. The
hot water cylinder can be either indoors or
outdoors. For even greater flexibility when
renovating, a Reclaim heat pump can often
be fitted to many existing mains pressure hot
water cylinders, reducing your upgrade cost. 

It’s important to have enough hot water
storage for efficient running, therefore we
recommend a 300 litre cylinder for medium
to large sized homes. For extra-large homes
we can install a 600 litre cylinder, and for
commercial we can install multiple systems.
Smart Flow ring main option to deliver hot
water immediately to your outlets. With this
system, hot water is circulating through your
pipes when you need it, avoiding delays and
waste water as you wait for the water to get
hot enough to use. 

Auckland
Nelson

Christchurch
Queenstown
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Turn your floor into a radiant heat source

Mobile device control options

 
Photovoltaic (PV) ready

Dual-purpose heating

Hydronic heat pumps offer a versatile heating and cooling option for your home. This multi-
purpose technology is an efficient way to deliver heating and cooling throughout your home,
including pools and spas. 

Floors are warm to touch providing luxurious heat throughout your home
 

Optional feature to monitor hydronic heating from your home network or mobile device

Connect to PV solar panels, SmartGrid and other energy management systems
 

Provides underfloor or radiator heating, as well as domestic hot water supply
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Ideal for underfloor heating and cooling, and radiators 

Hydronic heat pumps  



Air-source hydronic heat pumps are
compatible with most systems for heating
and cooling floors, or radiators. 

There is a range of options available, from
units for small homes and family homes right
through to apartment blocks. 

Hydronic heat pumps are engineered to
operate efficiently even when outside
temperatures fall below zero. Advanced
technology ensures efficient performance
even in colder temperatures. The natural
defrost function engages in temperatures
around 0°C to ensure a smooth and efficient
operation when it becomes frosty in a New
Zealand winter.

Heat pumps efficiently create more energy for
heating water than they use in electricity to
run the fan and pump so they are a perfect
reason to reduce dependence on mains or
bottled gas. 

Auckland
Nelson

Christchurch
Queenstown
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Faster charging than an in-wall 3-pin plug

Added safety 

Smart charging phone operation

Cable options available to suit all electric vehicles 

EV's are the future of transportation and with the Climate Change Commission proposing that
nearly all vehicles entering the country’s fleet are electric by 2035, preparing now is smart. It is
best that EV charging stations are wired in before the house is lined - ready for future use. Smart
chargers offer:

Higher power output; for example, a long range Tesla Model 3 will charge in 9.5 hours with a
7.4kw charger vs 41.2 hours with a standard 3-pin plug

Chargers lock onto the car and can’t be accidentally knocked or pulled out

EV charger software can monitor usage and schedule charging, with options for load
balancing and can also be set up to use solar power

Electric vehicle (EV)
chargers
Faster, safer EV charging with smart phone control 
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Flexible options: if you have 3 phase power you can install a higher wattage version making
charging faster
Can also be set up to use solar power
Own app - schedule charging to take advantage of off peak power, locking function to limit
users, track usage e.g. for company cars
Available as a universal socket or tethered (our recommendation is socketed for flexibility)
May be eligible for Homestar points as they deliver a minimum charging rate of 3.6kW, have
their own circuit breaker, and utilise the Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP)
Optional extra to load balance against other household appliances and reduce load to the
car accordingly

Use the EO smart phone app to start, stop and schedule your charging
Available as a universal socket or tethered options
Optional extra to load balance against other household appliances and reduce load to the
car accordingly
Optional extra is to use the EO Mini Pro 2 solar matching functionality

EVBox Elvi

The Elvi EV smart charger is easy to install and maintain. With a number of options, an Elvi EV
charger can be pre-installed by your electrician and you can click the main unit into place when
you get an EV. Made in the Netherlands.

 
EO Mini Pro 2

A small smart charger that is ideal for everyday use. Made in the UK.
 

 

enveloped.co.nz
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Queenstown
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Beautifully designed component brands from Europe

Eliminate the problem of isolated devices

Proven KNX technology

Increase the comfort and efficiency of your new home with range of packages to
suit your needs

Intelligent home technology brings comfort, energy-efficiency, convenience and security that fits
seamlessly with your lifestyle. Turn the heating up, lower the blinds, dim the lights, turn the
music on - control of your home is just a tap away using a switch on the wall, a digital touch
panel or your tablet or phone, or voice control. 

Brands include Gira - Germany, Basalte - Belgium, Zennio - Spain, and many more

Home control can include lighting, heating, cooling, ventilation, air quality, blinds, windows,
security, surveillance, access control, audio visual, spa and pool, and more
 

Used around the world for over 30 years with more than 300 million KNX products installed
 

Our packages give you some ideas of what home automation can do for you and will be
customised to meet your needs

Home Automation
Intelligent home solutions
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Auckland
Nelson 

Christchurch
Queenstown

Starter home automation package
The starter package offers a Zennio touch panel for lighting control
including indoor and outdoor sensors. Heating sensors and control of
electric heating, with motorised control of blinds for shading and privacy
are also incorporated in this package

Standard home automation package
The standard package adds control of heat recovery ventilation systems
and extra presence detection to the starter package. This is combined
with sophisticated Zennio square glass-front flat switches.

Deluxe home automation package - Gira
Deluxe Gira components with extensive control offers additional safety
with integrated smoke alarm monitoring, door video, security and
CCTV/video recording. Weather monitoring ensures the house responds
to changes in the weather.

Premium home automation package - Basalte
Elegant Basalte products offer premium performance with the addition
of home audio control and iPad mounting options. Your lighting, climate,
music and security control are just a tap away and can be controlled
from your iPad.
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Visit enveloped.co.nz for more information - packages based on a typical four-bedroom, two-bathroom new home; However, as every
home and every family and their tastes are different, you will want customisation and many other features that can be added to suit
your specific needs. Final pricing will be based on the final detailed design and products and quoted specifically for your home.

 



Biofuel fires

Easy to install, operate and maintain with no flue or chimney needed

Choices to suit your individual style

Options for both indoor and outdoor use

On display in Auckland and Christchurch
International shipping from Europe and the USA, lead times apply

Bio-ethanol, also known as ‘biofuel’ or 'green fuel', produces a smokeless form of heat that does
not need a flue or chimney. Your new highly-insulated, high-performance home should only
need a minimal amount of heating and biofuel fires offer a wide range of attractive, natural flame
fire options to choose from. 

Clean burning biofuel, with no soot or ashes produced, does not need external venting. Your
heat recovery ventilation system will take care of any moisture release

A wide range from fashionable, modern, statement designs to traditionally-styled fires
 

The range also includes freestanding fireplace options that can be moved around to suit
your needs
 

Biofuel fires are the cosy, clean burning alternative to
open or gas fires 
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Suspended fires

Wall mounted fires

Free standing fires

Fireboxes 

Table top - portable options

Fire pits

Biofuel fires

Enveloped offer a wide range of biofuel fires,
so you are sure to find something that
meets your individual style and needs.

Options include:

For the full range of biofuel fire options
check out our website enveloped.co.nz 

enveloped.co.nz
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Save on energy bills 

Smart operation to maximise your solar power system

Meet your households increased electricity needs

As New Zealand switches to cleaner energy sources for vehicles and heating, demand for
electricity will increase - this can lead to shortages and/or increases in price. Convert the energy
from sunlight into electricity using photovoltaic (PV) panels on the roof of your home. Firstly,
design your new home to ensure it delivers optimal performance, then further improve your
energy efficiency through the supply and install of a custom-designed solar PV system.

Generate your own solar power giving you a clean, green energy supply
 

Smart technology helps you time appliance use for peak solar generation periods, and alerts
you if there is a problem within the system

Prepare for your future needs such as electric vehicle charging or changing your heating and
water heating from gas to electricity

PV (photovoltaic)
solar power 
Smart energy generation for your home

enveloped.co.nzinfo@enveloped.co.nz
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Black panel with black edging, rails, mounts and
brackets for a sleek modern look 
Reliable, backed by a 25 year manufacturer's
warranty

Made in Germany
Easy to use with smartphone or tablet connection
Compatible with Stiebel Eltron hydronic underfloor
system

Demonstrated performance, with over 600,000
installations 
Option for indoor or outdoor installation

Photovoltaic panels - Trina

Trina solar panels are proven performers and have
been installed in different environments in over 100
countries around the world

 
SMA Sunny Boy inverter

A small, convenient PV inverter with smart connection
for automatic monitoring

Solax X1 inverter

An economical, efficient and reliable PV inverter
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Residential  renovation - Eastbourne Rd

"When renovating a 100 year old house that we had
just purchased one of the priorities was to make it a
warm, dry and healthy home especially as we have a
son who suffers from asthma. The old part of the
house was cold and draughty and uninviting. Our
home has been transformed by Enveloped with the
installation of a heat transfer ventilation system, heat
pumps and insulation. It is now dry and comfortable
all year round and it is fabulous being able to heat
and cool different zones of the house when required.  
We feel it is a place where we are all thriving and
importantly our son’s asthma has become barely
noticeable since we moved in. The process couldn’t
have been easier and the team were a pleasure to
deal with and very efficient. They also made a real
effort for the visual aspects to be made as
harmonious with the overall design as possible and
went the extra mile in colour matching vents which
was really appreciated. Ultimately we are delighted
with the end product and can recommend without
hesitation Enveloped and the work that they do." 
Fabian & Lisa, home owners

Residential renovation - Spencer St

"The team at Enveloped provided value for money,
while maximising comfort and efficiency for our client
during this renovation of their Remuera villa. They
were easy to deal with and delivered on time and
within budget." 
Builder
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What our customers have to say:



Residential upgrade - Doidge Pl

"I consulted Murray re ventilation systems for my
newly built Fletcher home. I have also met with other
so called industry leaders and Murray's knowledge
and professionalism was far superior. Murray offered
various options to fit within my budget and went the
extra mile to make sure it was all installed before the
hot summer. Today my house is a very comfortable
temperature, even my garage has been turned into a
sleep-out as it no longer is a hot sauna in summer. I
am very happy with the service and product Murray
has provided and can highly recommend him and his
team." Nicollete, Home owner
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What our customers have to say:

Residential renovation - Seaview Rd

"The staff at Enveloped were a pleasure to work with.
Their work was outstanding and they came up with
excellent solutions to find the perfect solutions for our
old multi-story house. They also took great care when
installing the vents and had good eye for design
details as well. I am very happy to recommend
Enveloped to anyone wanting to bring their house up
to a modern standard." 
Owners



Owners

Residential new build - Herbert Pollard Rd

"The team at Enveloped were able to improve the
performance of our house design significantly by
specifying, securing and installing slab edge insulation,
full envelope insulation, Intello wrap, and a balanced
air system. The team were personable and professional
and their side of the project management was faultless.
Our only advice is to get Enveloped involved as early as
you can."

Site Manager

Commercial new build - Pinehurst School
Library

"The Enveloped team made their best effort not to
only accommodate the tight time frame, but also in
tricky areas. Their professionalism not only assisted in
getting the vapour barrier over the line quickly, but
also gained the confidence of the architectural team. I
would definitely recommend the team for future
projects."
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What our customers have to say:

Check out our website for more projects....

Glenn O'keeffe, Contracts Manager, Focus
Construction

Commercial new build - Wakaaranga School

"The team at Enveloped were great to work with and
turned up on time, and worked hard under pressure
to complete the Intello installation. I would
recommend their services." 



Your journey to a
high performance
home starts here...
Get in touch with us today 

Supply and install
Project sequencing
Blower door testing
One stop shop
Competitive rates
Expert advice

Our Services:

enveloped.co.nzinfo@enveloped.co.nz


